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Abstract. Resource discovery plays an important role on scientific
workflows in large scalable network environment. This paper presents
a resource discovery framework based on VIRGO P2P Distributed DNS.
With the convention of resource name as the format– functionscheme”:”
global-hier-part”/”local-name, this framework supports flexible queries
using partial keywords and wildcards, and range queries by a SQL-like
query statement. The global-hier-part is managed by registers the same
as DNS servers except the extension of RRs. The DNS servers construct
n-tuple overlay virtual hierarchical overlay network of VIRGO. With
cached addresses of DNS servers, the overload of traffic in tree structure
can be avoided. The time complexity, space complexity and message-cost
of lookup with this framework is O(L), where L is the number of sub
domains in Domain Name.

1 Introduction

Resource discovery plays an important role on scientific workflows in large scal-
able network environment. Before submitting a job to require a QoS performance,
a suitable workflow engine host node with a set of attributes (such as CPU type,
memory, operating system type) among lots of workflow engines is required to
find for executing the job. Scientific workflow often requires dynamic selection
of workflow routines, Web Services or workflow engines. In some case, we need
to find a suitable Web Service from multiple copies of semantic Web Services
to achieve better performance [1][2]. The most suitable workflow engines are
required to be discovered before submitting sub workflows to these engines to
execute in parallel [3]. In other cases, the Services with the same functions but
with different algorithms (for example, data clustering services implemented by
using the algorithms of Neural Network or SVM) may be only chosen at the just
pre-execution point according to the intermediate results of workflow execution
[4]. All the above cases illustrate the importance of resource discovery(the re-
sources may be static and/or dynamic. The dynamic resources are meant both
in dynamic change of attributes or dynamic exist in the network).

When there are more and more computers connected in Internet and more and
more users use Internet, resources in Internet will be more and more. In this large,
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decentralized, distributed resource sharing environments today or in the future,
the efficient discovery of static and/or dynamic resources is a big challenge.

The resource discovery based on Client/Server is not suitable for huge amount
of resources. There are many approaches for distributed resource discovery based
on P2P technologies[5]. The un-structural P2P technology such as Freenet[6]
using flooding way has shortage of heavy traffic and un-guaranteed search. The
structural P2P technology using DHT such as Chord [7] loses semantic meanings
of discovered objects. Resource discovery based on Virtual and dynamic hierar-
chical architecture( VDHA) [8] has shortage of high traffic load in root nodes
and possible split of virtual trees. VIRGO[9][10] P2P network hybrids structural
and unstructured P2P technologies by merging n-tuple replicated virtual tree
structured route nodes and randomly cached un-structured route nodes( LRU
and MinD) to solve the above problems.

The resources can be classified as hierarchical Domains. It is nature way to use
DNS to discover resources. There are DNS-based resource discovery approached
[11] by using the existing and mature DNS protocols[12]. The main advantage is
the use of existing, widely accepted and consolidated DNS technologies and APIs
to accomplish resource advertisement and dynamic discovery. Although DNS im-
plementation today is scalable for translating Domain Names into IP addresses,
it may encounter problem if using it to discover huge amount resources today and
even more amount resources in the future. The framework proposed here based on
VIRGO P2P technology is suitable for the huge amount of resources’ discovery.

This paper presents a framework for distributed resource discovery based
on VIRGO P2P technologies. The resources are classified as multi-layer hier-
archical catalogue domains according to their semantic meaning. We then name
resources as format– functionscheme ”:”global-hier-part”/”local-name [13]. The
global-hier-part part in this format is taken as Domain name. The authorita-
tive DNS servers controlling these Domain names manage these resources. These
DNS servers construct n-tuple overlay virtual hierarchical overlay network. With
cached addresses of DNS servers, the overload of traffic in tree structure can be
avoided. We here change some places of VIRGO to suit the distributed DNS
implementation[14]. The lookup protocols of distributed DNS is similar as the
protocols in VIRGO[9], which is illustrated in detail in the paper[10]. The re-
source discovery is effective and guaranteed. The time complexity, space com-
plexity and message-cost of lookup protocol is O(L), where L is the number of
sub domains in Domain Name.

The structure of this paper is as follows: section 2 describes VIRGO network
structure for distributed DNS; section 3 presents the Convention for Universal
Resource Name; section 4 discusses Distributed Resource Discovery Framework;
and finally we give out conclusions.

2 VIRGO Network Structure for Distributed DNS

VIRGO [9] is a domain-related hierarchical structure hybridizing un-structural
P2P and structural P2P technology. VIRGO consists of prerequisite virtual
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group tree, and cached connections . Virtual group tree is similar to VDHA
[8] , but with multiple gateway nodes in every group. Virtual group tree is
virtually hierarchical, with one root-layer, several middle-layers, and many leaf
virtual groups. Each group has N-tuple gateway nodes. In VIRGO network, ran-
dom connections cached in a node’s route table are maintained. These cached
connections make VIRGO a distributed network, not just a virtual tree network
like VDHA. With random cached connections, the net-like VIRGO avoids over-
load in root node in virtual tree topology, but keeps the advantage of effective
message routing in tree-like network. As the change of contents in route table,
VIRGO uses different lookup protocol and maintenance protocols from VDHA.

In VIRGO, user uses client to access VIRGO via access point node(called
as entrance node). All users are managed by their owner nodes. Some nodes
(called Gateway node)take route functions in several different layers of virtual
groups. Gateway node is the node which is not only in low-layer group, but also
in up-layer group.

Fig. 1. Two tuple Virtual Hierarchical Tree Topology

Fig. 1 shows two-tuple virtual hierarchical tree topology (the nodes in different
layers connected with dash line are actually the same node). In Figure 1, from
the real network, three virtual overlay groups are organized. From these virtual
groups two nodes per virtual group are chosen to form the upper layer virtual
group.

3 Convention for Universal Resource Name

In Internet, every resource needs an uniform name. There are RFCs URI [15]
,URL[16] and URN[17]. Assuming there are so huge number of resource names,
how to name these resources as to easily resolve is a big issue. Here we argue
that the resources can be classified into a hierarchical structure.
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Therefore, the convention for resource name is formatted as global unique
hierarchical domains like domain names in DNS, and a local name to specify the
local attributes of resource name. The format of convention of resource names
is as follows:

functionscheme” : ”global − hier − part”/”local − name

Here,the functionscheme is type or function or schema for the resource; the
global-hier-part is the global hierarchical name similar as domain name and the
local-name is the local name for the resource.

For example,
blog : Britney.popular.music/storyofBritney is a resource name for a blog

article about the story of Britney Spears. Whereas, song : Britney.popular.
music /Lonely is a resource name for the song Lonely by Britney Spears. Here,
Britney Spears is classified as Britney.popular.music.

The local-name part in the format can be used for the description of resource
semantic meanings. It can also a URL for the other repository such as UDDI ,
Grimoires[18] which contains the resource metadata and/or other information.

The global-hier-part is formed as Domain Names. The resources are classified
into different domains according to their semantic meaning. The top domains
may be governed by International trustee such as The Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). Other level domains may be controlled
by virtual organizations organized by the experts with specific knowledge of these
domains. For example, in Domain Name www.Madonna.popular. music, music
Domain is managed by music virtual organization, which reports to ICANN to
approve, popular.music Domain is controlled by popular music virtual organi-
zation,which reports to music virtual organization to approve. The request of
Domain Name www.Madonna.popular.music is sent to virtual organization of
popular music to be approved. In Domain Name www.Beethoven.classic.music,
classic.music Domain is controlled by classic music virtual organization, which
reports to music virtual organization to approve. The request of www.Beethoven.
classic.music is managed by virtual organization of classic music.

4 Distributed Resource Discovery Framework

We treat global-hier-part in the invention of resource name as domain name. We
also use the similar concept of DNS zone for DNS server to manage the domain
names. For example. if a DNS server’s zone is Science.Biology.Bioinformatics,
then this DNS server manages all resource information under the catalogue
of Science.Biology.Bioinformatics. In other case, if a DNS server’s zone is Sci-
ence.Biology, then this DNS server manages all resource information under the
catalogue of Science.Biology, which may includes sub domains of BioInformatics,
botany, zoology,etc.

Resource names are published in their authoritative DNS server. The exten-
sion RRs in DNS server contains the parts of the functionscheme and local-part
of conventions of resource name. The local-part of resource can be a URL for
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Fig. 2. Distributed Resource Discovery Framework

the other repository such as UDDI, Grimoires[18] which contains the resource
metadata and/or other information.

Every DNS server is the same but some coexist in more than one layer. Every
DNS Server maintains a route table and RRs related to its authoritative domain
zone. Route table includes addresses of Foreign Name Servers which are prereq-
uisite for Virtual Hierarchical Overlay Network and cached addresses of Foreign
Name Servers which are refreshed by TTL rule, etc.

The DNS servers join VIRGO network by placing themselves in virtual groups
according to their authoritative domain names(The only root domain- ”root” is
anonymous placed at the top point of all the domains). When a DNS server
joins, its route table will add some other nodes’ entities, and some other nodes
will update their route table by adding the joining node’s entity. The detail of
the algorithm can be in the Internet draft[14].

The query process is as the following(see figure 2): User program sends QUERY
MESSAGE, which contains SQl-like statement in the following subsection, to
Local Name Server. If Local Name Server is the authoritative Domain Name
Server, then the Local Name Server will check its RRs to resolve the request
resource. Otherwise, The Local Name Server will route to the Foreign Name
Server which is closer to the authoritative Domain Name Server by calculating
theoretical hops. Then the Foreign Name Server routes to the even closer Foreign
Domain Name Server. Repeat this process, until the authoritative Domain Name
Server has been found. Finally, the authoritative Domain Name Server resolves
request resource by check its RR record, and responses to the Local Name Server.
The latter will forward the response to the User Program. The details of the
algorithm can be found in [14].

For example, to discover resource chloroP, we first locate the DNS authori-
tative server for domain-Science.Biology.Bioinformatics, then in this server, we
check its extension RRs for the resource, which gives URL of other repository.
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Finally, we find resource information such as URL, metadata ,etc.in the item of
localdirectore/chloroP/ in the repository.

4.1 SQL-Like Query Language and Maintenance Language

The local-part part in resource convention can be formed as entities with at-
tributes in the domain defined by global-hier-part. We use SQL-like query lan-
guage to query resources. The SQL-like query language is formed as the following:

query ::= SELECT {SCHEMA|SUBDOMAIN |ENTITY |ATTRIBUTE|∗
|expr[[AS]c alias]{, expr[[AS]c alias]...}}
FROM domainref [ WHERE search condition];

Here, SCHEMA is for querying functionschema for a Domain; SUBDOMAIN
is for querying subdomain for a given super Domain; ENTITY is for querying all
entities for a given search condition ; ATTRIBUTE is for querying all attributes
for a given search condition ; expr is for the attribute queried, which may be a
set of attributes; [AS] c alias is the alias name for expr; domainref is for Domain
Name, in which we can use * to indicate all sub domains; search condition is
similar to SQL statement in Database.

In the following, there are several examples of query operations.
Operation 1
The form ”?:global-hier-part” is to query all functionschema of the global-hier-

part domain. For example, ”?:Britney.popular.music” queries all functionschema
of Britney.popular.music. We can use the following Statement:

SELECT SCHEMA FROM Britney.popular.music;
Operation 2
The form ”functionschema:global-hier-part/?” is to query all resources with

the functionschema in the global-hier-parts domain. For example, ”song:Britney.
popular.music/?” queries all songs by Britney Spears. We can use the following
Statement:

SELECT * FROM Britney.popular.music WHERE SCHEMA =’song’;
Operation 3
Suppose that global-hier-part can be expressed as leafDomain.superDomain.

The form ”functionschema:?.superDomain/” is to query all leafDomains. This
is possible because of the hierarchical structure and the protocols. For example,
”song:?.popular.music” queries all popular singers. We can use the following
Statement:

SELECT SUBDOMAIN FROM *.popular.music WHERE SCHEMA =’song’;
Operation 4 The form ”functionscheme :global-hier-part/local-name” is to query
specific resource. For example, ”song:Britney.popular.music/Lonely” queries the
information of the song-Lonely. We can use the following Statement:

SELECT Lonely FROM Britney.popular.music WHERE SCHEMA =’song’;
Operation 5
The form ”functionscheme :global-hier-part/expression” is to query the re-

sources which satisfy the conditions of the expression indicated. Expression can
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be scope, maximum, minimum, where condition like SQL statements. For exam-
ple, ”song:Britney.popular.music/where year between 2006 and 2007” queries all
songs by Britney Spears which are produced between 2006 and 2007. We can
use the following Statement:

SELECT * FROM Britney.popular.music WHERE SCHEMA =’song’AND
year ≥ 2006 AND year ≤ 2007;

Another example is the case for selecting an optimal service. We first use
Ganglia to get performance attributes of all machines in a given domain ,and
select an optimal machine by calculating maximum value of the formula –”CPU
speed*CPUnumber/CPUload”; we can use the following statement:

SELECT ServiceAddress FROM cluster.computer.IT WHERE SCHEMA
=’hardware’ AND max(ganglia.CPUspeed*ganglia.CPUnumber/
ganglia.CPUload);

The resources are maintained by the SQL-like maintenance language. Insert
statement registers new resource into the domain. Delete statement drops
the resource registration from the domain. Update statement changes the
information registered in the domain. The formats of these statements are as
the following:

DELETEFROM domainref [WHERE search condition];

INSERTINTO domainref[(entity.attribute){, entity.attribute...})]
V ALUES(expr|NULL{, expr|NULL...});

UPDATE domainref SET entity.attribute = expr|NULL{,
entity.attribute = expr|NULL...};

For example, the following statement deletes all songs by Britney Spears which
are produced between 2006 and 2007.

DELETE FROM Britney.popular.music WHERE SCHEMA =’song’AND
year ≥ 2006 AND year ≤ 2007;

4.2 Complexity

Because the DNS server nodes are virtually organized as a tuple virtual tree,
every DNS server has a route table which includes prerequisite DNS servers’ IP
addresses for Tree Paths (TREE portion) and cached DNS servers’ IP addresses
(CACHED portion).

Because the message is routed according to the minimum of theoretical dis-
tance from destination node , and the route table contains TREE portion, every
hop reduces the distance from destination node by at least one hop, Therefore,
hops(a, b) < length(a) + length(b) − 1 (1)
Where, hops(a,b) is for the hops from node a to node b; length(a),length(b) are
for node a domain name lengths and node b domain name lengths respectively.
For example, the length of www.nic.fr is 3. So,
timecomplexity = O(L) (2)
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message cost = O(L)(3),
where L is the length of domain name.

Because the route table of the virtual gateway nodes virtually existed from
root layer to bottom layer groups has the maximum route items of nodes’s
information, we have:

MaxItems = L ∗ N tuple ∗ nvg + Max Cached (4),
where L is the length of domain name., N tuple is multiplicity of gateway nodes
for virtual tree, nvg is number of virtual groups, Max Cached is the maximum
number of cached records in the route table

Therefore,
SpaceComplexity = O(L) (5)

5 Conclusion

Resource discovery plays an important role on large scalable scientific workflows.
We here presents a resource discovery framework based on a novel distributed
DNS. The proposed distributed DNS framework is based on VIRGO P2P
technologies. The resources are classified into hierarchical domains, which can
be managed by registers the same as DNS servers except the extension of
RRs. The DNS servers construct n-tuple overlay virtual hierarchical overlay
network of VIRGO. With cached addresses of DNS servers, the overload of
traffic in tree structure can be avoided. The time complexity, space complexity
and message-cost of lookup with this framework is O(L), where L is the
length of domain name. With the convention of resource name as the format–
functionscheme ”:” global-hier-part”/”local-name, this framework supports

flexible queries using partial keywords and wildcards, and range queries. The
framework presented here uses the similar message of DNS. Therefore, we can
use existing, widely accepted and consolidated DNS technologies , APIs and
open source codes to implement the framework. Meanwhile, the framework with
VIRGO P2P technology is scalable for discovery of huge amount of resources
today and even more amount resources in the future. We plan to implement this
framework by merging the source codes of VIRGO project[19] and dnsjava[20].
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